. Differential spots in two-dimensional proteome map of Hodgkin Lymphoma plasma samples of the 'explorative' cohort. (A) The numbers indicate 16 differentially expressed spots between 'relapsing' (R) and 'not relapsing' (NR) patient groups in the 'explorative' cohort, which were found adopting less stringent filter criteria (>50% of spot maps, Student's T-test p<0.05). In this protein map, differentially expressed spots found adopting more stringent filter criteria (>70% of spot maps, Student's T-test p<0.01) are not shown. (B) Details of the 16 differential spots. (C) Hierarchical clustering performed as 'Proteins -Spot maps' clustered the 16 differential spots depending on their expression profiles, and spots maps with similar overall protein expression were grouped together (as explained in §'Materials and methods').
. Principal component analysis of Hodgkin Lymphoma plasma samples of the 'validation' cohort. Spot Maps (Loading Plot) discriminated between 'relapsing' (R) and 'not relapsing' (NR) patient groups. Each circle represents a spot map corresponding to a single patient. 
